### Set-Up Guide

**Robotic FloShield Plus for the 8.5mm da Vinci Si HD**

1. **Dispenser**
   - Syringe must snap in place
   - Flo-X Syringe

2. **Open valve**
   - Insufflation Tubing
   - Assistant Port
   - T Connector

3. **Camera Port**
   - Trocar Vent
   - CO₂

4. **Align the Gas & Fluid Manifold with the OPPOSITE side of the scope’s camera buttons.**
   - Gas & Fluid Manifold
   - FloShield Sheath
   - Laparoscope

5. **Quick Connect**

6. **Scope & Sheath**
   - Snap in place
   - Arm Adapter

---

**DISCONNECTING**

- **Grip adapter, squeeze collar locking tabs, and apply gentle pressure up towards the scope.**
- **Disengage the FloShield locking tabs, using a slight left-right twist to loosen.**
- **Remove FloShield sheath from laparoscope.**

With opposite hand, put gentle pressure down on the scope.